
Reference for Phone Interview: 

When  you call, introduce yourself, thank them for applying, tell them you want to  
explain our process and answer any questions.   

Go over some of the things on their app and get clarification on preferences: 

Describe your “dream dog” Everything from disposition, size (weight), energy level, 
color (open to a black dog?), other characteristics they have in mind. Review what is 
on the application in terms s of age, gender, mix (sometimes they change their 
mind). 

Let them know we ask so that we can make the best match with as few returns as 
possible but if for any reason they cannot keep the dog for it's entire natural life, the dog 
must be returned to us. 

Also look at their answers on training, crate training, exercising, where kept when gone, 
circumstances justifying return, etc. and if there is anything that sticks out, try to tactfully 
ask about it.   

Suggested questions & topics for discussion: 

What does a normal week look like in terms of getting the dog's energy out. How often 
and how long will the dog be left alone and where will it be during that time alone? 

Describe the disposition (playful, standoffish, mellow, cuddly, jealous, alpha or 
submissive), size, activity level of the applicants current dog and the kind of dogs they 
will do best with as a GRFR sibling. 

If they have children, how much experience has the child had with dogs? 

Have you had a rescue dog before? YES=what was that experience like? NO=”we ask 
the question as rescue dogs can not always tell us where they came from and may 
have more foibles, quirks, require more training, patience and love.” 

How did they learn about GRFR (it can give you insight to their rescue experience, if 
they know someone at GRFR or sometimes they find us thru Google). 

Have they applied to another rescue. If so which ones and status of their app. (It is ok if 
they did). Ask them to let us know if they get a dog elsewhere, so we can close their 
application. Also, it’s helpful to the home visit folks as they sometimes share visits with 
other rescues. 



*Inside when away - Confirm that you have gone over “inside when away rule” and how 
they reacted (on board, hesitant, understanding, unsure)…one of our most important 
rules for the safety and physical and emotional well being of our dogs! GRFR policy 
states that adopters must agree to allow dogs to be inside or have access to the inside 
of the home when they are away. Doggy doors must give access to the inside of the 
home and not just into a garage. 

*Fencing Exception - GRFR policy is that all dogs under 8 must go to a home with a 
fenced yard unless we get a fencing exception. We conduct the PI, HV and everything 
as usual, but then they will be asked to write a letter requesting a fencing exception 
(describe your outdoor area, explain how you will exercise the dog and keep it safe), 
and submit pictures of their outdoor area. This process may take a little longer. 

*Puppies: GRFR is very strict about adopting puppies to families. Someone MUST be 
home  at least every 4 hours. If you see a puppy app - make sure to go above and 
beyond with the PI probing as much as you can to make sure they are ready for not only 
the time commitment but the responsibilities - training and such. Where will dog be kept 
when they are away -rather than will you crate? How will you train? Just get into a 
conversation about how they see it going on a daily basis. 

At this point, review our process and ask them if they have any additional questions.  
Tell them that the next step is the home visit. A home visit volunteer will call, 
schedule a meeting and come to their home - be sure all family members are there. 
They will probably have a dog with them. They will check the fence, make sure all 
window wells are covered and there is no debris or anything a dog can get hurt on. 

When an applicant is approved, they can meet dogs in one of 2 ways: 
• You email in and ask to meet a dog you see on our website. If still available and the 
foster family is on board you can meet the dog. 
• We match apps and dogs. You may get a call from a foster family asking if you would 

like to meet a dog. 

Sometimes we have Meet and Greet events in the Denver area. You won’t walk home 
with a dog but it is a nice chance to meet some dogs in person and express interest for 
the foster family review. 

Sometimes the process goes FAST…sometimes it just takes longer. The good news/
bad news is we NEVER RUN OUT OF DOGS. Your dog is out there so you have to stay 
a little philosophical/zen. Please don’t fall in love with anyone on the website until you 
are fully approved. 

Any Questions?  Good luck finding your next family member! 



About GRFR 

Let them know we are a very lucky rescue because we get about 4 applications 
everyday on average and we place less than one dog a day.  

We are an ALL volunteer non-profit. Please be patient with the process. 

Colorado is the #1 dog state, and very rescue oriented which means, we have a wait 
list. Also, because we never know what application requests or dogs we will get, we 
never know how long it will take.  

We have all dogs go into foster care for vetting and assessment and that takes  from a 
few days to two weeks or more. The foster home will pick who they are going to call 
from the requests they get from the adoption coordinator. 

If they have checked fostering: Yes, please skip that application unless you are familiar 
with our foster program.  

More information can be found under the tab Volunteer Info, All About GRFR, Policies. 

I don't go into all of this every time with every app.  So just look around at some of the 
other PI notes and then give it a try for yourself, but certainly feel free to ask questions 
at any time. If at any time, you do not feel comfortable doing them, just let us know. 

About the Phone Interview and PI report 

The phone interview in an important step in the application process. It is the first contact 
an applicant has with a GRFR volunteer after submitting an online application. 

The information from the phone interview will help the HV volunteer do their job well, 
help the HV coordinator decide if the applicant should be approved to adopt, and help 
the foster family decide which applicant would be the best match for their dog. 

The more information the better.  Two or three line PI reports do not work – 
almost totally useless.  Two or three or more informative paragraphs are more 
what we are looking for. 

Please do not be judgmental, but gut instincts can go a long way.  Be alert for 
inconsistencies in the application contents versus what they are telling us.  If you 
encounter those, it could be best to call those out to them to get an explanation.  

PLEASE note any concerns you have, so that the HV volunteer can check them 
out.


